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Industry at a Glance
Alberta’s industrial and commercial machinery repair and servicing industry is the largest in Canada, 
with 2018 operating revenues estimated at $4.1 billion. Industry employment across Alberta’s 
6,000+ businesses (large, medium and smaller employers, in addition to sole proprietorships) 
was estimated at just over 21,000 Province-wise.*

*Source: NWO Analytics, March 2019. Note: Excludes the automotive repair and maintenance services industry group.

The relatively large size and overall capabilities of the Central Alberta industry has a lot to do 
with the construction and maintenance needs of the Province’s resource/resource processing 
sectors and supporting operational infrastructure.

These capital-intensive sectors of the economy are the primary repair, servicing and maintenance 
drivers for the Central Alberta region’s machinery repair and servicing industry. These high-
quality and precision, high-volume ‘derived demand’ sectors include:

 
 

Conventional Oil and Gas
Heavy Oil and Oil Sands

Forestry
Construction
Agriculture

Petrochemicals
Mining

Transportation
Food and Beverage Processing/Manufacturing

And, increasingly, general instrumentation and process technology maintenance, 
repair and servicing across all industrial and commercial industry applications.
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Central Alberta’s machinery repaire and servicing industry consists of two major sub-sectors:

1. Commercial and Industrial Machinery and Equipment Maintenance and Repair 
By far the largest of the two sub-sectors in the Province, accounting for just over 80% of 
2018 industry-wide revenues in Central Alberta.

2. Electronic and Precision Equipment Maintenance and Repair 
Accounting for almost 20% of 2018 industry-wide revenues across the Central Alberta 
region.

Industry at a Glance
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Operating Revenues

 2018/2017 Increase in Operating  
 Revenues

 Commercial and Industrial   
 Machinery and  Equipment   
 Maintenance and Repair (M&R)

 Electronic and Precision    
 Equipment M&R

Employment

Number of Businesses

$4.1 Billion

6.2% 

$3.4 Billion 
 

$0.7 Billion 

21,000

6,000

ALBERTA CENTRAL ALBERTA

$390 Million

8.5% 

$335 Million 
 

$55 Million 

2,750

780

2018 Industry Highlights:  
Alberta and Central Alberta

Industrial/Commercial Machinery Repair and Servicing

Industry at a Glance
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Competitive 
Advantage

Machinery Repair and Servicing

Across Canada, four-fifths of the industry’s total revenues 
came from businesses that repaired and maintained 
industrial and commercial machinery and equipment. Of 
these businesses, the larger ones tended to be based in 
the Western provinces, primarily Alberta.

The remaining one-fifth of industry revenues were 
earned by businesses primarily engaged in the repair and 
maintenance of electronic and precision equipment. Larger 
businesses in this sub-sector tended to be based in Easter 
Canada and were involved in the repair and maintenance 
of computer and information technology equipment and 
infrastructure. 

With 780 innovative and highly-competitive repair, 
servicing and maintenance suppliers, employing an 
estimated 2,750 people, Central Alberta is clearly a major 
services hub within Alberta’s industrial and commercial 
machinery repair and servicing industry.

The Central Alberta industry is comprised primarily of 
a large number of small innovative, highly-specialized 
businesses, with 92% of industrial/commercial repair, 
servicing and maintenance suppliers having less than 50 
employees, the traditional definition of a small business.

The Central Alberta industry is widely-viewed as 
innovative, high-quality and highly-competitive. 
As with the Alberta industry as a whole, regional suppliers 
not only provide their services within Alberta but across 
Western Canada and, for an increasing number of these 
repair, servicing and maintenance firms, globally.
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Key contributors to 2018 operating revenues across the Central Alberta region 
include:

Machinery Repair and Servicing

INDUSTRIAL M & R

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENTATION M & R 

AND OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMIZED M & R 
AND REBUILD

OIL AND GAS FIELD 
M & R

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK 
M & R

COMMERCIAL AND 
SERVICE INDUSTRIES  

M & R

VENTILATION, HEATING/
AIR CONDITIONING 
AND COMMERCIAL 

REFRIDGERATION M & R

AGRICULTURAL, 
CONSTRUCTION, MINING 

AND FORESTRY M & R

CHEMICAL AND 
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 
M & R

RESALE OF SERVICED 
MACHINERY AND 

EQUIPMENT



Leadership, Innovation 
& Competitiveness

Although the industry faced some significant headwinds over the five years to 2018, as key 
downstream markets such as conventional oil and gas, heavy oil and oil sands, and construction 
did not perform as strongly as they had previously, industry prospects have once again improved 
with a strengthening and more diversified Alberta economy.

Over the medium term, industry revenues are forecast to increase as significant improvements 
in critical downstream markets are anticipated to drive demand for industry services. 

Moreover, increasing commodity prices will continue to drive overall repair, servicing and 
maintenance activity in the Province, with continued improvements in downstream activity 
boosting overall industry performance.
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Higher Growth-Potential Areas 
for Central Alberta

2019 - 2023

Identified higher growth-potential areas for the Central Alberta industry over the 
2019-2023 forecast period include:

Maintenance, repair and parts installation and, increasingly, technology, instrumentation and 
process innovation for industrial sector clients. This includes the critical Province-wide and 

regional ‘derived demand’ sectors:

Conventional Oil and Gas, Heavy Oil and Oil Sands, Forestry, Construction, 
Petrochemicals, Mining and Transportation

Maintenance, repair and parts installation for commercial sector clients.

Maintenance, repair and parts installation for the service sector and, specifically, the (rapidly-
expanding) business and professional services sub-sector.

Maintenance, repair and parts installation for agricultural and food and beverage processing/
manufacturing sectors.
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The Central Alberta Region’s Key Competitveness 
(Investment Attraction) Drivers

The Central Alberta Advantage!

Machinery Repair and Servicing
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A strategic location and a critical mass of best-in-class repair, servicing and 
maintenance suppliers.

Forecast moderate-to-strong growth in downstream (‘derived demand’) activity.

A highly-skilled workforce, innovative and high-quality services, all supported by 
world class post-secondary trades and technical institutions.

A pro-competitive tax and entrepreneurial business climate.

An enviable standard of living and high quality of life for residents.



Central Alberta Economic Partnership
5013 - 49 Avenue

Red Deer, AB T4N 3X1

Phone: (403) 357-2237
Website: caepalberta.com

Learn More About These and Other Central 
Alberta Opportunities
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